OnPacePlus® is the **Leading Healthcare Technology**...
that bridges the gap between people and their wide range of health and wellness providers. We deliver a **single, easy-to-use, secure online interface** that encourages individuals to manage all health-related information from one, convenient place.

**By Doctors, for Doctors**

Founded by doctors, OnPacePlus is the only tool designed to collect the details of a person’s health-related life and make it safely **accessible** to providers how and when they need it. It took doctors to understand exactly what kind of tool would be truly useful, and how it could be leveraged to **improve care** and **drive down costs**. Simply put, OnPacePlus helps providers deliver better care, faster for less.

Our technology is ideally suited to manage the unique challenges of this pandemic crisis. Our ability to collect a wide range of data, analyze it and deliver it quickly as useful information is exactly the weapon we need in this fight. With our key strategic partner, Mathematica, we are prepared to expedite the roll-out of OnPacePlus across the nation and get this valuable tool in the hands of employers, payers, and providers without delay.
The COVID-19 Pandemic -
Take Control in the New Reality

The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally changed American's way of life, economy, and social structure. In order for us to return to a sense of normalcy, we need confidence that 1) it is safe for us to return to work or to the public square; and 2) we will not put others at risk as carriers of the virus.

OnPacePlus provides a screening protocol based on the latest guidelines from the CDC. We can assess if an individual exhibits the symptoms and provide the individual with recommended next steps such as testing, isolation, hospitalization, etc.

For hospitals, the service will help monitor those on the front lines of COVID-19 care who are most at risk while limiting the spread of the virus in a workplace where close contact is often necessary between patient and healthcare provider and support teams.

For employers, OnPacePlus Population Management Service will help employers assess the safety of their workplace so that their business can resume again. Organizations will have access to real-time dashboards to help them manage their workforce, identify red flags, and allocate resources in advance of the problem.

For cities and states, assuring care for their populations and stopping the spread of this virus have become governments primary responsibility. OnPacePlus administers routine online surveys where individuals can get their risk level assessed. This information is useful both to the individual and to governments who can use the aggregate information to form models and predictions.

Schedule a DEMO at 800-428-4844 or email us at info@onpaceplus.com